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ABSTRACT

Following a discussion of the major trends in higher'education, the response of,

academic libraries to these developments is considered, with particular attention

to developments related to undergraduate libraries, community college libraries,

learning resources centers, the independent study movement, the library-college

movement and, library programs in experimental colleges. The bast line for this

selective, evaluative and interpretive review was provided by a, bibliography

based on a literature search conducted by the ERIC,clearinghose for Library

and Information Sciences` staff at the Un1versity of,MihneSota. Emphasis,is on

.publications since 1965. A major 'impression retWed from reviewing the

literature on library services for undergraduate education is that a great de

more is said about what ought to be done than about 'what is actually being dne.

A second and related general ithpression is'that the jibrary response torn

developments in undergraduate education is disappointing because so lit e of a

truly innovative nature is occurring in. undergraduate,cducation;itself

Exceptions to these generalizations are noted. The text is followed list,

of references. (N11)
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THE ACADEMIC LIBRARY RESPONSE TO NEW DIRECTIONS

IN UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION

Scope and -Method
This review attempts to assess the response of academic libraries to new methods an new

directions in undergraduate education. Following a discussion of the major trends in. higher
edUcation, the response of academic libraries to these developments is considered, with particular
attention to developments related to pndergraduate libraries, community c-ollege °libraries, learning
resources centers, the independent study movement, the library-college Movement and library
programs in experimental colleges..

Certain, topics were excluded from consideration because they have already received more than
adequate attention. ThUs, college and university library buildings are referred to only in connection
with the trend tomMrd the learning resources or media cell-ter concept o,f librarianship. Cooperation
among libraries is touched upon Only as an instance of a method/college libraries art using to cope
with financial and' population pressures. And use off the college library by resideljts of the

community is considered only to the extent that it is accented as a' special obligatiOn of the

community college.
Other topics are excluded.by definition. Thus we are not concerned with new developments ib

libraries 'which 'are not related to changes in education.` (Automation of circulation or acquisition
activities,- for example, is considered only to the extent that it is seen, like cooperation, as a more
toward efficiency in response to pressures.) Nor are we concerned with the responses of academic

libraries to developments' outside the sphere of undergraduate education, except as these affect

service to undergra ates, as for example where gro of research collections has led to separate

undergraduate libr es. And finally, we are not -co cerned with those new methods And directions

in undergraduate education which seem to have had as yet no 'response from academic libraries,

except as such lack of response seems worthy of comment.
The literature on library services for undergraduate education is prolific but it is ,endlessly

-repetitive_ and much of it is trivial. This 'review, therefore, is frankly selective, evaluative, anf
interpretive; nothing approaching "coverage," even of the most recent output, is_attempted (1). The
organization of the discussion, the choice of books and articles for consideration, and the comments

on their significance necessarily reflect the author's perspective on developments in this aspect of
academic librarianship. The reader should understand that a review produced by another writer,
particularly one with a more sanguine outlook, would probably differ from this in both scope and

emphasis.
The base line for the review was provided by a bibliography based on a literature search

conducted by the staff of the ERIC Clearinghouse for Library and Information Sciences at the

University of Minnesota. This list, which emphasized publicationk since 1965, was augmented in the
customary ways: through following up on items listed in the bibliographies included in the- original

list, through a further literature search at Wayne State University,* through ittions contained'fl my

own files, and, as usual, through items brought to light ,as a result of that blessed phenomenon,
serendipity.

Major Trends Affecting Higher Education
A series of catch phrases, overworked but handy, can be used to indicate the major trends in

higher educatiOn ,which are in large measure determining the "new methods and new directions in

undergraduate education."
First, the student "population explosion" means that colleges and universities must adjust to

the pressure of sheer numbers. The increase in enrollments has been so widely reported that no
a

dOcumentation is necessary here.

*Ruth Kauffman, a graduate student in the Department of Library Science, carried out this

work. I am most giateful for her valuable assistance.
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Second, the effect of the "inflationary spiral" on the cost of educatiop is also so familiar that
it needs no comment.

_

Third, the increasing, acceptance of the goal of "college for all" results in an increasingly
heterogeneous student body,,while the tendency to regard college education as an obligatory stage in
the preparation for almost every occupation produces an endless proliferation of curricular
programs (2). ..

Fourth, the "professionalization of the disciplines" in an increasingly "meritocratic society"
has greatly increased the power of the graduate and professional schools to set the standards whith,,,
affect what goes on at all levels of education (3). .

d(eFifth," the "impact of fe eral funding" has been to give enormously increased priority to the
goals and policies of the gov rnment or of society-at-large at the expense of those determined
locally.

Sixth, "community involvement" spells new recognition of the pressTes and constraints which
are, being .placed on colleges and universities by the demands not only or the citizens of the towns
and cities in which they are located but also of the larger political entities, especially the state
legislatures, upon which they are financially dependent.

SeVenth, "student unrest," expressing itself often in "violent confrontations," exertscressures
for "relevance" in the curriculum (as opposed to- the research- and discipline-oriented curricula
shaped to fit the needs of the graduate school, and for "participatory democracy" within the

\university (as opposed to control by the "establishment" in the society outside) (4).
Eighth, the "information explosion" or the "proliferation of knowledge" has underlined a

ti-growing awareness of the importance of access to information as a -crucial element in the whole
educational enterprises

Ninth, the "communications revolution," (in educatibn encompassing a new discipline of
"instructional technology," a switch from books to "media," and the entry. of "big business" into
the production of educational equipment and materials) is about to hit its stride as it moves-from
the school to the community college level.

And finally, demands for "curriculum reforiL" for overthrow of the "publish or perish" rule
(whether or not it has actually been enforced), for teaching ability as the touchstone of professorial'
competenceall of these developments (fed, in part, by student expectations resulting from radical
changes in school curricula, particularly in the "new math," the "new physics," and the "new
,biology") are providing the impetus for re-examination of undergraduate education anid a multitude
of scattered innovative efforts.

These, then, are some of the general trends in higher education (5) which provide the context
for the changes in undergraduate education to which the academic library must respond in one way
or another. It is worth noting that most of them were recognized almost a decade ago (6) and that
they are echoed "officially" in the report to the National Advisory Commission on Libraries (7).

The Nature of "Response"
Some of the trends indicated above are, in fact', pressures to which colleges and universities and

&their libraries, in turn, have responded by simply coping, in one way or another. The most prevalent
response to the pressures of rising enrollments and rising costs has been that of building more and
bigger buildings, hiring more \faculty, raising tuition; and demanding more financial support from
the government. The response to professionalization of the disciplines has been mostly an
unflagging devotion to the banner of research and, in the library, to a concomitant emphasis on

. building the research collection. (EVen in colleges which 'eschew research as an institutional
objet ive, the graduate school model is Powerful enough. to lead to considerable collecting of
flat rials for faculty research. (8).) The response to the flood of print has been primarily the

kcievelopment of more and better networks and systems to provide faster access to a more inclusive
body of documents. In all this, various attempts are made to increase the efficiency of operations,
but there is little re-examinatiop of purposes or reordering of prioritieZ

Upon occasion; however, the coping response, particuldrly when it involves efforts toward
efficiency, produces patterns of organization and operatioewhich are indeed new though not very



different from the old ones. Calendar changes and the undergraduate library, of Whic more below,
are examples. And sometimes, the coping response involves a ratker fundamental rethinking of ends
and means which results in major changes in program. Here. the prime exampl 'of special
significance for the library is. the independent study movement.

Other trends affecting higher education arise out of new views cif the functions and goals of,
the enterprise itself. The notion of "universalligher education," the demand for "releyance" to the
social problems of our time, the urgent call for imp.rovementsin the quality of teaching', all of these
require responses which go beyond mere Coping to a level of imaginative anticipation and planning..
Techridragical developments involved in the communications revolution have implications all along
the)line, providing the means/for coping with some problems but creating others.

Getting to specifics, one finds so many new developments in undergraduate education and
such a variety of library responses to them that it is impossible in the space available here to
consider them all. Althintgh some developments are mentioned, with a comment and a reference cc
tWd,,the only topics dish ii at any length are: the undergraduate library in the university, the
community college and its library, the independent study movement, the learning resources center,
the library-college movement, and certain experimental college library programs. The order of 4
presentation is a sequence intended to reflect a line between' the response of coping with pressures
to the response of imaginative planning for real innovations' and at the same time,a progressiOn from
programs and practices actually in effect to proposals and hopes for the future.

a`zCopmg with Nurtbers, Costs, and Heterogeneity
Efficiency and economy of operation in the universities are beirwought through automation

and computerization of housekeeping procedures. Colleges, which are nt likely to have computer
facilities available locally, are developing cooperative programs, particularly to centralize technical
processes, but also with' potential for individualized bibliographical and information retrieval
services (9). Such developments will not occur rapidly, however. Very few colleges plan even
mechanized circulation systems, let alone computerization of technical procesSes (10)0N/here there
is administrative organization .on a district basis, hov'ever, as in community college districts or
state-wide systems, the opportunity for centralization of acquisitions and catdloging is being utilized
(11).

The use of reserve collections of multiple copies is declining as the paperback is more and ,more
accepted as a substitute, although still not" as much as some writers advocate (12). A policy
"saturation" with paperbacks has been put into effect at Federal City College in Washington, D.C.
(see p.15 ). Microfilms are also used to expand the collection inexpensively and with space saved as
Well. The ultra-microfiChe is the most promising new development (13).

As enrollments gray, many colleges and universities are no longer attem mg to reacg all
students with formal prcigrams of instruction in the use of the library although orientation tours
and lectures persist, and the library unit is' still present in the freshman English cou the smaller
campuses. There is increasing use of audiovisual media, repeated showings of films and the like (14).
At one or two of the larger universities, voluntary programs and elective ° courses have been
successful (1'5).

The trends toward universal higher education and life-long continujng education mean that the
student population is increasingly diverse in age, in academic background and- ability, and in
socio-economic levels. These trends receive a great -deal of attention in .the literature on highvr
education but only passing reference in library literature, for example, in comments about the nedd
for special library orientation and instruction programs for students who will be admitted under
new policies of open admission. Special pre-college programs, such as Upward Bound, are offered on
many campuses, but participation of the library in such piograms, if it occurs, is not reported. (The
special concern of the community college in this area is discussed below.) Colleges and university
libraries are, of course, developing special collections to ,serge the needs of black studies and other
interdisciplinary programs. itt
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The Undergraduate Library: A Special Case
There is no question but that the initial impetus toward the establishment of a separate

undergraduate library was simply a need to accommodate the exponential growth of university
library holdings and the -booming undergraduate enrollment. But from the beginning, with the
Lainont Library at Harvard, the justification was also that undergraduates were poorly served by the
large research library and that they would benefit from a facility with a collection and
,services designed expressly to fit their needs.

Mills reviews the history and development of the separate u dergraduate library, paying
particular attention. to the Lamont Library, the Undergraduate L brary of the University of
Michigan, and the College Library of UCLA (16). She refers to the Lamont objectives of
centralizing services to undergradfiates, of making books more readily av 'lable through open-stacks,.
and of encouraging general and recreational reading. At the Universit of Michigan the policy for
building the collection bias derived from what are called "negative" re ns.

The UGL was not to be a "beginners" library serving freshmen and
sophomores only; nor was it intended to serve graduates (although they would

r.. be entitled to use it whether or not they were enrolled in courses with .

upperclassmen); nor was it to be .merely a course-reserve library (in which case
it could have been formed simply by consolidating thd splinter collections
already in existence); nor was it to shy away from duplicating ,titles in other
University libraries (which would 'have been a crippling restriction); normost -
important was it to be confined to specified needs of the current under-
graduate curriculuth (17).

Special features included were listening rooms, group conferen*,rooms, a ,multi-purpose
auditorium, an exhibit area, and a snack bar (18).

At the Lamont Library, it was decided that open stack access called for a classification
especially adapted to the needs of the undergraduate and a modification of the Dewey system, was
adopted, Stanford considered the possibility of a dual classification which would include
semi-permanent "orbits" based on something comparable to the reader-interest classifications
developed for public libraries. This idea was dropped, however, not forlinancial reasons (though the
cost would have been substantial), but because the planning committee cameo the conclusion that
a classification system ought to combat the over-specialization along discipl* ary lines which is so
prevalent in the university. The final outcome was a compromise which .grouped periodicals and
reference materiali according to major subject disciplines ,(l 9).

III brief, the undergraduate library can be characterized as follows: (1) its collection is
carefully selected to serve the needs of the undergraduate program; (2) in its openness and in its
furnishings and decor, it seeks to be an attractive and inyitinj place for study and for gen,eral and
recreational reading; (3) it strives to centralize and streamline operations in order to provide fast
and efficient service on a high-volume basis; (4) in its reference service there is stress on instruction
in the use of library resources and the librar as a whole aims to be an instructional tool through
which students/Allay acquire the library skills which they can apply later in larger and more complex
libraries.

There are those who would debate the validity of the assumptions on which this last aim is
predicated-(20) and there is no evidence on the point either way.

Additional doubts about the educational function and effectiveness of the un rgraduate
library, however, are raised by statements like this:

But fob` libraries like the UGL, demand can be calculated according to numbers
of readers. Given- that simplification, the rest follows: the UGL collection is
comparatively select because it was created to serve a comparatively select
group of readers. The UGL is free to concentrate on problems of number
simply because problems of, value are relegated to other members of the
University communitythose who set admission standards, or establish
curricula, or determine reading requirements. The UGL is, in short, more
clearly instrumental than any other library at the University, and quantifiable
standards of efficiency can be more meaningfully applied to it than to any
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other. The point-is worth laboring because both universiti s and libraries are
Often called upon to justify operations in terms of wort ng efficiency. Tile .

UGL is almost a test case, suggestiong that educators and ibrarians can work
with factory-like efficiency, when and if thcy believe the case is one which

0 safely allows-for concentration on numbers (21).
Beyond achieving "factory-like ,efficiency," have undergrad ate' libraries achieved their

mission? Braden, whose doctoral dissertation was on the subject, con ludes that there is no general
answer to this question. -Results reported vary from institution to ins itution (227. In a proposal for

an institate on the undergraduate library to be held in the summe of 1970 at the University of
California, San Diego, it istitated that:

1. Concepts have not been accorded standard- definitions While, the literature reflects
ministration, it is by no meanssome conkn§us on certain darticulars of: needjunction, and a

apparent that all writers-are talking about the same thing.
2. There arc no studies which attempt to evaluate undergrad
their original goalg or to validate the hypothesesupon which th

D

ate libraries in terms of each of
y were justified.

3. Of the twenty -eight undergraduate libraries in existence less than ten have been the
subject of artiols in literature of librarianship /
4. The're is no compilation of. factual data about undergraduate libraries systematically
collected according 'to commoh definitions, As a result, itj is impossible to compare one
institution with another (23).

Other Innovations in the University
An innovative response on the part of universities to the preissure numbers/is expressed in

various moves toward decentralization, designed not merely to
students but also to achieve greater personalizatiOn-ithrough. sr
University has developed s'atelliTe , installations which provide
offices and libraries for lower division. students. .The 1\..J1,tiver.

developing a complex which eventually comprise twenty col
about 1500 and with both graduate and undergraduate progra
auditorium, and a library for each group of four such colleges, i.e
research library for the university as a whole. Since there are o
special undergraduate library program has been developed thus f
at 'Santa Cruz has a central library for all the colleges. Each in
own library, but no funds were made available for staff or mat
good opportunity foriptegKating the library with the unique p
exylolked. No "college wit4rin a college" oruniversity is
library program. Students at the new experimental college at

ccommodate larger numbers of
aller groupings: Michigan State

dormitories, classrooms, faculty
ity of California, San Diego, is
eges, each with an enrollment of
s. There will be a field house, an
, for 6,000 students, and a 'central
ly two .0r three colleges so far, no.
r. The cluster college development

ividual college has quarters for its
ials, so that it would appear that a

ogram of each college is not being
reported as. having any particular

the UniversitY .of Michigan use the

Undergaduafe Library,, and no special niaterials.or service's are provided°.
It is particularly unfortunate that the university library has so rarely found it possible to

respond actively. and aggressively to such new colleges, since t1 ere are indications that they would
provide fertile grsoand for experimentation. One investigation, vgf inch compared some of them with a
control group of traditional colleges, *concludes:

°In the cluster, college, students and faculty bring ith them a high degree of
courage and commitmentthey are, after all, tak ng risks- -and in turn, the
college that has been forced by its circumstances t be self-conscious, critical,,

sand definitive has something special to give these f culty, and students It
is in the intelaction of individuals and institution that the old becomes. new
and that wyich in itself is a difference that mak s no difference becomes a
non-difference that makes a difference 24).

A series of innovations having to do with off-campus situdy and community service activities
might be thought' of as another form of decentralization.. Although descriptions of these programs
often mention reading and study -materialP used in donne tion with these activities, they do not
indicate that the library played any part in making materials or services available; and library
literature is also quiet on the point. It may be that preparati n of bibliographies or lists of suggested

4
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- readings or gatheling together a special collectio of materials for such a project would be regarded
as just an everyday service not worthy of noti e; but it is equally likely that there is as little
consultation here as there 'is with regard to the d velopment of reading lists for any other course in
the 'curriculum.

T ''o items °attest to the,library response to s udent unrest on the campus and to innovations it
has stimulated. The _first is a news item reporti g on damages university -libraries have' suffered,
which includes the information that the library staff at the University of California was given full
information on teal- gas treatment (25)._ j'he t er, arguing for greater- student involvement of
studerits in library operations, reports that stud nts have established and now operate libraries in
connection with Unofficial or "free" universiti s (26). A lively program of student involvement
(not, however, stemmingfrorn, unrest) was develo ed at Oakland University (27). -

It may be fiat we find so little evidence o' library response to programs developed as a result
of student dissent because these programs th mselves are not prospering. 'Jencks .4And Riesman
indicate that Tussman College which grey", out f the early free speech movement at Berkeley has
""already" died because new .faculty could not e found to run it (28).. A recent review concludes
that many of the student-run efforts have failed, that their Maio': impact has been not on the
institutions themselves, but, perhaps on faculty and student attitudes (29).

The Community College and its Library
The community college is in a class by itseff as a, phenomenal "new direction" in higher

education. Reflecting both the general grcrwt in 'student population and the trend- toward the
democratization of college expectations, junior college enrollment.almcist doubled between 1964
and-1968 (30). and was expected to double agatn in the following five years (31). The accuracy of
these projections will depend in part on the ext fit to which senior colleges and universities abdicate
responsibility for the freshmanand sophomOre ears of college,work (32).'

But beyond sheer numbers, other aspects of the community college have major significance for
the library. The fact that almost all communii colleges admit any high school graduate (in some
states, .anyone over 18 years of .ige) (33) lila] s that the community college student body comes
much closer to representing, in academic bility and in socio-economic status, the general
populatipp than does that of the four-year col ege 9r university (34). Neither -a basic minimum, of
learning Sicills and habits nor a, common backg ound of motivation and 'capacity for/academic work
Can be assumed. This heterogeneity puts a pre nium on what are called " developmental" programs,
particularly those having to do with study skill , and increases the necessity for a strong counselling
program. Indeed, some educators set guidance, both academic and vocational,:as one of the

4, fundamental purposes of ite community colleg (3,5). .

The community college accepts9major r sponsibility for vocationat-and technical education.
Johnson reports on a survey of junior college offerings in the north central region which shows
191 new vocationalktechnical offerings and citesca listing of .101 occupationally-centered curricula
available in California community colleges (36).

As its name implies, the community college sees. itself as having a close and vital relationship
with the community in which it is located: It technical and vocational programs are designed not
only to provide' the beginning preparation fo young pedple; but also opportunities for retraining
and upgrading the skills of adults in the com unity. (It often draws upon business aid industry in
the community to provide teachers for these t chfiical programs as well.)

And finally, many community colleges sponsor. programs concerned with civic affairs and
cultural activities; 'their general education curses are open to those who have o interest in the
degree programs; courso having to do with hobbies and other such nort-vocationaijinterests are not
uncommon. e

In short, the community college is marked by phenomenal gEowth, and the heterogeneity of its
4student population is matched by the diversity o'f .its, curricular offerings in the . transfer,
developmental, technical-vocational, and community serviceiarograms.

The dominant curricular track is unquestionably the transfer program. Johnson notes that
although two-thirds or three-fourths of junior college students enter with the intention of

8 ,
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transferring to a senior institution, less than one-third actually .do so (37). Thus, the idealistic I
picture of democratic education embodied in the open admission pOlicSr is thrown into doubt by
those 043see the community college > as merely taking on a screening and sorting function once
carried by the secondary schools or by the high attrition policy of the. fresh i year in those states
which required the state university to admit all high school graduates.

Jencks and Riesman point to the power of the transfer prograni as a general model for the
curriculum in the community college: Teachers are much influpiced by standard; of the colleges
and universities to which students (hope to transfer, and they afe conditioned by their own training,
to stick to fairly orthodox objectives and nrethocfs. This'analysis is summarized as follows:

Like other "colonial" enterprises, the' two-year college has: only the most
limited ability to noose its own path. Students are being prepared to transfer
on somebody else's terms, and. this means that whatevq .their missionary
impulses, instructors 'must toe a line drawn by someone else. So they
concentrate their attention on students WhoM these outsiders regard as worth.
educating, not on those whom their own ideology puts at center stage (38):

Nevertheless, the community college is, in general, less tradition-bound, more responsive to the
social and economic factors which demand an innovative posture than are thesfOur-year colleges and
universities. Cross echoes the reservations of Jencks and, Riesman, but her conclusions' are more
optimistic:

What is not at all' clear is how well the community colleges are breaking out of
the old molds to provide meaningful education for these new students. It must
be admitted that 4ome community colleges are simply weak .copies' of.
traditional higher edTcation
This is certainly not the, picture of some of the leading community colleges,
where the atmosppere is pervaded with a sense of excitement and discovery in
approaching a new' task. Some are experimenting with "oqtreich" programs'
that reach directly into the urbali 4ettos; some are trying" new methods of
teaching and learning in rather dramatic departures from the classroom lecture;
some are deeply concerned with the correction of Aducational deficiencies,
poor learning habits, and lack of motivation (39).

Perhaps, indeed, the community college is the place where a "quiet revolutibn" is about to take
place:

How will this revolution affect the library? .

Librarians have responded with, zest to the opportunity and challenge 'of the community
college. Few sections of the Americana Library Association are as enthusiastic and active as the
Jdnior College-Section of the Association cif College arTAZvsearch Libraries. Conferences have been
held in all sections of the country and they are invariably well attended and weleceived (40). An
entire issue of Library Trends Was devoted to "Jimior College Libraries (41)." Many of the papers
presented in these sources describe strong library programs worthy of study and emulation.
Nevertheless, the 'evidence of innovative practice is thin and the spaee devoted to general
exhortations aboutfhe role the library should play and the innovative activities it might undertake
is suspiciously large. Furthermore, the library seems to play a very minor part in the neW
developments reported in Johnson's excellent survey, Islands of Innovation Expanding (42).

A limiting factor, of course; is financial support. A large proportion of junior college libraries
fail to meet ALA standards. From the outset the standards met considerable opposition from
community college deans and presidents, particularly with respect to the staff requirements. Arid
yet, as Wagman 'points out, the stated quota of two librarians

they
each 500 students would mean

that even if these librarians did nothing else but serve students they would be able to spend only 9.6
minutes per week with each student (43).

The special dimension of library services for the vocational-technical education aspects of the.
community collegie program was dealt with in the Conference on Library Services to Vocational-
Technical Education Programs in hinior Colleges, held in St. Louis in June 1968. Papers presented
at this conference stressed the .importance of librarians understanding the characteristics of the
technical and vocational students (in comparison to other undergradulates, they may not read as

O
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well or as much, they may be older, their occupational ,goals maybe more limited) and of their
assisting the teaching faculty, whq ay be young and inexperienced, in dealing with these students
(44). Mills advises close cooperaton with business and industry, particularly with prospectiVe
employees in the acquisition of mat *als for vocational counselling and technical instruction (45)..

Norman Tanis, the former librarian of Henry Ford Community College, which has a long
tradition of technical and vocational education, advocates special services in this area not only to
students and faculty but to busineSs and industry in the community as well. He maintains that if
funds are available(the library should really make information available by "producing abstracts and
bibliographies, by conducing literature searches, by using xerox and microfilm as well as
interlibrary Wan for materials not in the collection and by collecting outside the regular
publications ltannels such materials as technical reports, patents, blueprints, correspondence, etc.
He proposes, finally, that reference service in this area be the d provided in the special library,
i.e., not just information about where information can be nd but the actual information itself
(46).

Johnson reports on a few instances in which the library figures in the developmental prograM.
At Central Florida JuniorCollete the building which houses the College's "guided" studies program
has 'a "library lounge" which ho,uses a collection of more than 600 paperbacks which are varied in,
content and reading difficulty. At the Wilson campus of the Chicago City College, one instructor
has his "students Spend ,12' hours a week in their library- laboratory, , [which] is supplied with
paperback books, newspapers, and magazines." Also at Wilson, a summer reading 'program offers
students remedial instruction and the "opportunity for independent reading in the fields of courses
in which they will enroll during the succeeding semester." And the Portland Community College has
located in its college library a mathematics laboratory "to which under-achieving students are
referred (47)."

The real thrust of innovation/. in community college librarianship is in the area of the new
media and instructional technology. Johnson refers to the library from time to time in instances
such'. as those cited above, but the heading he gives to the only section of his book perta ii g
specifically to libraries is labelled "Instructional Resource Centers, (48)." Although there are shades
of meaning implied in choosing this term, or "Media Center," or "Learning Resources Center," the
real significance of using any of them instead of "Library" lie0ot in the, provision of non-print
'materialand media but in the' fact that they foreshadow new, organizational patterns and roles.
Some of the issues in \ onnection with this trend are discussed below in the section on "Learning
Resources Centers." But there are at least three reasons why the new names have particular
significance for community college librarianship. .First; the trend itself has progressed. furtheriere
than in--any other sector of higher education. Second, because the community college is younger
than its sister institution, it is 'less 'bound to tradition and thus simply more open to innovation.
And, third, because the range of statuses in the community, college is narrower than it is in four-year

lieges or in universities, the community college librarian is more likely" to be accepted as a
c lleague capable of playing an active part in educational planning and development.

One of the major conclusions of Johnson's survey is that there is "a- paucity of evidence
regarding the success of the various plans which have been described. Evaluation of instruction is
largely a missing entity in the junior college, as indeed it is in almost all of American education
(49)." This generalization applies to the library, too. Aside from a few general questionnalte-based
surveys .t50) and the occasional gathei1ing of statistics, there is almost no' reseat

ni
h ', junior ore l

community college libraries reported in the, literature. The one notable exceptiOn' a ca Study of
student use of what appears to be a rather traditional junior college. As a result of n analysis of the
relationship between students' borrowing and the courses in which they were enrolled,.Hostrop
concludes that "The Library . . . does not figure largely in the students' educational experience . .

and that most courses stimulate little or no student use of library materials.(51)." Out of 160
courses in the curriculum, 25 accounted for more than 90 percent )Of the circulation, only 6

i stimulated 80 percent or more of the students enrolled in them to borrow at all, and the time
students spent in ihellibrary was largely devoted to study of their own textbooks (52).
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The Independent Study Movement
The independent study movement has o-bvioqs implicatons for the library. But really there are

two versions of independent study. In one version, the student works independently and at his own
pace, but he uses the materials which have been specifically assigned by his instructor. Because a
great many of the programs in this version involve the use of a variety of media, the place where this

kind of independent study _takes place is increasingly called a learning resources center or an
instructional materials center. Some of the questions involved in this new development are discussed
below. A particular aspect of this version, the possible trend toward "packaged programs,"might be
mentioned here.

One wri a advocates. doirig away with lower division courses altogether, and using books,
syllabi and e a inations for all general requirements (53). Another thinks it will not be long before
colleges and niversities c t act with outside firms Nr packaged programs in, for example,
fre4tman English, just as weow employ outside caterers for campus food services (54). Colleges
may adopt the procedures for the centralized preparation of packages of materials in the style of
the Toronto school system (55). The reference librarian at one junior college reports "packaging"
on microfiche relevant pages of Ph.1). dissertations in English literature for the' use of students
working on individual works of contemporary literature (56). '

The second version is the old-fashioned independent study which used to be offered almost

exclusively to advanc or honors students. Here the sty:lent inquires in some depth into subjects

individually selected. This kind of independent study has been generally increasing arid also is more
frequently offered to lower-division students and to Students of average ability. It seems inevitable
that these changes have had and will continue to have a profound impact on the library. But it is the

traditional business of the libpary to provide materials 'and reference services to students who are
studying by themselves in the library. How can genuinely independent study be identified as such?
Presumably an answer to the question would require a level of research we are not'now conducting.
In any case, beyond the frequently recurring statement that 'the growth of independent study is

placing an all but unbearable burden on the library, there is almost nothing inthe literature which

measures or evaluates the contribution of the lilAry, or even describes in concrete terms precisely

4.at is. happening. ,
.

One exception occurs in a retort on another innovation, that of the interim term, usually a
month between regular terms, in which various travel, community service, and individual study
projects maybe undertaken. A report on ,a three-year study of the interim term at Florida
Presbyterian College is unusual in that it tells something about its impact on the -library, indicating
that circulation increased more than enrollment and that it "quadrupled during the interim term."
This report "is notable, also, in that it refers to carefully worked out procedures through which the
library can acquire needed materials ahead of time, disseminate information' about proposed study
projects, and provide special library orientations before the term begins (57).

/.?

The Learning Resources Center
In libfaryliterature , the innovation which receives by far the most attention is provision of

ieaudio-visual facilities, equipment, and materials.' In a somewhat defensive vein, a few writers still
maintain that libraries should stick to books, but acceptance of other media is almost universal. The
specific types of media which are being used need not be itemized here. They are 'fairly standard

and they are repeated again and again in the literature (5.8). Electronically equipped carrels, which
robably represent the ultimate in aspiration at the present time, were in-only 14 percent of the

liberal arts college libraries surveyed by Forman, but they figured in the planning of another 22

percent (59). As a aUtionary note, Francis Keppel predicts that change 'through educational
technology will occ at a much slower pace than expected in the 19602s. A major factor is cost and

the lack of evidence t at investment in the new technologies will pay off. "The educational world is
not persuaded by stu ies and experiments that any one of the technologies can produce either more
learning or faster learning than conventiona methods (60)."

Some of these studies and experirnen s, as carried on in community colleges, are reported by
Johnson, who concludes that there is little comparative evaluation of new media and methods and
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that what there is is far from conclusive (61). .
Nevertheless, the shift toward non-print media and instructional technology is happening and

it may have far-reaching consequences for the librajy, ranging all the way from giving the library a,
new and much more vital role in the educational program to causing it to be replaced by a new
agency of quite a different sort. Some of the issues involved in this development are organizational,'
some pertain to the respective roles and qualifications of teachers, librarians, and media specialists,
and some relate toeaching strategies and theories of learning.

For the junior college at least, Christensen maintains that provisiori of audio-visual materials
and services, should be centralized in the-library (62). Her case rests primarily on the economies to
be derived from centralization o,;ipurchasing, etc., and on the efficiency to be gained as a result of
the librarian's organizing skills d experience. But she also sees value in blurring the distinction
between print and other media and hopes that, centralization will provide"occasion for greaten-,
collaboration with the faculty.

In a more analytical and less prescriptive approach to the organizational question, Harcleroad
identifies thd factOrs of age, size, and major purpose as determining the patterns which have
developed (63). As example's of these patterns he presents, brief descriptions of: '

(1) a new community college (Brevard JunFor College, Cocoa, Florida) in which the library
is-one of seven units which make up a Division of Educational Services, whose Director reports to '

t e President. of the College: The "new technological aides to learning" and the local production of
,)le ming materials are located outside the library division.

(2) a long-established private junior college (Stephens College, "Columbia; Missouri), in
which the library is one building in 'a "Learning Center" organized under a Director of Educational
Development, who is primarily concerned with coordination of the Center with the instructional
program of the College. Although the library includes all media, the central- point of electronic
control is in the television, radio, and film department; which is also responsible for locally

produced materials.
(3) a. four-year liberal' arts college (Oklahoma Christian College), which has developed a

learning center which includes a library but emphasizes independent study in carrels outside the .

library. These are-equipped for dial-access to taped materials and may be used also for audio-visual
materials and equipment checked out from the department responsible.

(4) another four-year college (Oral Roberts University)i, which has an elaborate Learning
Resources Center including/ all kinds of electronic and audio- visual equipment, with dial-access
capability for video as well as audio materials. Although the Center is used primarily to supplement
classroom instruction, the emphasis is on locally produced and assembled materials (64).

(5) a state college (California State College at Hayward), with (as of 1967) 5,000 students .

and both graduate and .undergraduate programs, which has parallel DiVisions of Libraries and of
Learning Resources; both reporting directly to the President.

(6) a long-established and growing university (Southern Illinois University, Carbondale),
which has a structure which incorporates Within the libraryea self- instruction center, audid-visual
services and materials preparation services, while the film production center, .the data-proceising
center and television facilities remain outside its scope.

(7) a great research university (The University of California, Berkeley), which has a rich
variety of sophisticated instructional resources available on the campus not organized in any
centralized fashion and completely separate from its library. 0 -

(8) another university (The University of Minnesota) which has a unit called "university
services" which includes both Audio-Visual and Printing Services, which specialize in the production
of learning materials. These divisions operate entirely outside the scope of the university library.

Harcleroad concludes:
At the present time, however, the most promising organizationaldevelopments
for using learnitii, resources are taking place outside the library in large research
universities, anon in a new division of educational services or learning resources
which includes the library in smaller,' instructionally-oriented colleges and
community colleges (65).



c

The distinction drawn among theses organizational patterns is based primarily on a distinction
between print and on -print media. In the large university the library takes little or no
responsibility for tionint materials; ih the smaller institution which stresses the teaching function,
the library is one among several units which prdvides instructional materials. McIntyre (66) draws a
slightly different organizational distinction, one which focusses on responsibility for lOcal
production of learning materials. To the example of the University of Southern Illinois, which does
provide some production services, he adds that of the Purdue University Library, whose
Audio-Visual Center products films, slides, filmstrips, and audio tapes and the printed materials
related to them. A still different pattern, however, is exemplified at the University of Illinois,
Chicago Circle .Campus, where there is an Office Of Instructional Resources encompassing an
Instructional Systems Group (with divisions coverirtg course development, programmed instruction,
and learning evaluation) and a Production and Services group (with divisions responsible for
television, audio-visual, and graphic arts). The Office of Instructional' Resources is located in the
library and works cooperatively with it, but the two units have separate- budgets and report
separately to the Dean.

McIntyre states that although it should be related to the library, a complete
learning resources center will require, in addition to the usual specialists for a
conventional library, the following kinds of specialists: psychologists concerned
with learning -research and measurement; television directors, engineers, and
other technicians; graphic artists; photographers and other photographic
technicians; computer programmers; and instructional programmers (67).

Noting: that instructional technologists are taught little of psychology and nothing of
librarianship, and that librarians learn little of psychology and only a smattering of audio-visual
methods, he admits that really no discipline is preparing people for leadership responsibility in
complete learning resource centers. His conclusion that a%"librarian, because the library is so central
to the educational process, should be prepared to function as an educator in the production, most
broadly speaking, of materials for the non-print technologies (68)," seems not to follow from either
the model of the Chicago Circle organization nor from his analysis of the needs of the Center
(unless the interpretation of the term production is, indeed, very broad) (69).

The discussion thus far of some of the organizational patterns for the provision of learning
resources highlights some of the nuances in the long-standing tension between librarians and
audio-visual specialists in elementary and secondary schools. -This tension has been partly resolved
through the recent . collaboration between the American Association of School Librarians and the
Department of Audio-Visual Instruction (DAVI) of the National Education Association in the
production of new standards for the "School Media Center." But there remain differences in
approach and method between what we now call "instructional technologists," on the one hand,
and librarians, on the other. Where the ,focus Of disagreement used to be on books versus other
media, attention has shifted to two other aspects: In the first placd, the instructional technologist
sees himself primarily working with teachers to develop instructional packages to be presented to a
whole class (whether in the classroom itself or set up for individual use in the media center) while
the librarian sees himself as collecting and organizing a body of resources (not just print but all
media) which can be drawn upon at will by teachers and pupils in accordance with their individual
needs and interests (70). Furthermore, the audio-visual man turfs his attention increasingly to the
local production of materials (probably because there are such limitations in bbth quality and
wiantity on what is available from outside sources) while the librarian can remain reasonably
as ured of the poslibility of collecting a wealth of materials in print (71).

A foreign visitor underlines the educational issues involved in th6se matters, as follows:
The emphasis in IMC's [Instrpctional Materials Centers or Learn-

ing Resoukces Centers, the term used here] cal be on directed activity, on instruc-
tion organized by teachers and librarians down to the last detil, with minimal
self-development toward self-instruction and self-direction y the individual
student.

It is possible for*these library complexes, with their wide range of educa-
tional materials, to give an illusion of freedom; the very variety plus the silence or

"VP
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absence of the continually talking teacher make learning appear independent. A
highly!' organized materials center can be a highly efficient means of instruction
but do nothing V improve any student's search strategies. It can be as

,

restrictive in terms of the student's ultimate capacity for education as the
teacher lecturing from a single textbook
. . . . . It may be that familiarity with the range of materials and learning
through new media are experiences valuable in themselves, though the precise
nature of such gainstheir long-term value in, for instance, equipping students
for lifelong self-educationare yet to be defined. Still, without fundamental
re-thinking, without clear overriding purposes arrd'determination to use new
media, new methods, to serve those purposes, the educational gains will not
justify the expense of instructional materials centers and the hardvqare
associated with them (72)..

In this own University of Papua a d New Guinea, Roe has established an Educational Materials
Center with the functions of collecti tg and evaluating materials to be used not only in preparing
school) teachers to evaluate and use I ing resources but also in University teaching. He justifies
the separation of this Center from the University library primarily on the grounds that the latter has
a prior and overriding responsibility for developing a collection.All the same, he criticizes librarians,
in general, for their ,tendency to value collection-building and .administration at the expense of
service to readers while, at the same time, he takes the teaching faculty to task for failing to exploit
the library as a teaching instrument (73). ,

The extreme of-the movement toward use of the learning resources center in connection with a
planned pfogram of independent study is represented by the progfam of the Oakland Cotinty
Community College in Michigan (74). Here the college undertookfto develop an entire curriculum
on the audio-tutorial model developed by Postelthwaite at Purdue for the teaching of botany (75).
A firm of educational consultants was engaged to work with the faculty and instructional materials
staff to state terminal objectives in behavioral terms, to identify a sequence of interim objectives (or
"performance specifications,"), to select appropriate media "a d materials for achieving them and to
develop instruments for prompt and frequent feedback anc evaluation. Conventional classes are
replaced by large "assemblies" which meet weekly', small group discussion sessions, and independent
study in carrels in "learning laboratories" where faculty members provide tutorial assistance (76).

:The learning laboratory is conceived as part of the library system and is under the same
administration. Its actual operation, the organization and provision of learning materials, is handled
in a warehouse fashion by clerkS, but professional members of the library staff participate in the
selection, location and assembling of the learning materials.

The Library-College Movement
In a sense, the learning resources center, particularly as it is embodied in Oakland Community

College's systems-approach to the development of a total curriculum designed for independent
study, epitomizes the central concept of the library-college; for here the library comes close to
being the college. But proponents of the library-college idea point to other and quite different
innovations as also illustrating application of the idea and, indeed, at least one friend of the
movement would view with alarm any wholesale trend toward systematic packaging of resources for
learning (77).

The movement's most ardent and prolific- spokesman, Louis Shores, defines the concept as
involving: 1) an emphasis on independent study (including the generous provision of individual
study carrels, preferably electronically equipped, calendar and schedule changes to provide for
individual study projects, and, in general, a movement out of the classroom into the library), 2) the
total range of media of communication (used particularly to match the diversity ampng individual
students), and 3) the personalization of education (through smaller organizational patterns, a closer
student-faculty relationship, curricula tailored to fit student profiles, etc.) (78). In line with the
breadth of this definition, the "Innovations" column in the Library-College Journal, editedi by
Shores and Janeice Fusaro, reports on an amazing variety of curricular developments, teaching
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procedures, and library facilities and services.
The vigor of the library-college movement is expressed in several conferences on the subject

(ircluding the "College Talkshop" at Kenyon College, 1962; Wakulla §prilags Conference, Florida
State University, 1964; Jamestown Library-College Workshop, Jamestown College, North Dakota,
1965; Library-College Conference, Drexel Institute of Techhology, 1966; and the Library:College
Interdisciplinary Conference, Chicago, 1969).

The increasing attention the movement is receiving in the library world is signalled by the
flourishing Library-College Journal, by the inclusion of the topic in the recent Library Trends issue
on college librarianship (79), and by the fact that the movement is discussed in the report of Nelson
Associates to the National Advisory. Commission on Libraries (80).

So far the library-college concept has not attained realization in anything approaching a
"pure" form. Plans for Jamestown College, Jamestown, North Dakota embodied all the elements,
but these plans have never been implemented (81).

Imaginative Planning for Experimental Colleges
Among the plans for new libraries, one of the most imaginative and 'unorthodox was that

developed for Federal City College, the first urban land-grant college, which opened in Washington,,
D.C., in the fall of 1969. Under the direction of librarian Robert Jordan, a Media Services staff is
responsible for all instructional media, including a Media Center, a Media Store, and a Media Room
for use of the children whose parents are enrolled in the College. A rather small open-stack,
non-circulating collection of books in the Media Center is supplemented by an enormous collection
of paperback duplicates, which are handled in warehouse fashion, and are available to a limit of
fifty titles at a time, for indefinite loan (82). It is much too soon to tell which of the many
innovative practices at Federal City College will prove their merit or, indeed, survive. The College
suffers from dependence on the Congress for funding and is reported to be torn by internal
dissension. Having reviewed the first year of operation, one writer concludes: "The danger of
Federal City College is not that it will fail as an institution, but that it will fail as an experiment
(83)."

The establishment of a new college with an avowedly experimental program offers a special
opportunity for a library response. Such an opportunity was provided at Wayne State University in
1959 when Monteith College was established. The University responded by assigning Patricia Knapp
to work with the faculty of this new college in developing plans for library-related assignments in a
curriculum of general education which emphasized the goal of helping students acquire the capacity
for independent study. On the basis of initial collaboration, a proposal calling for fairly extensive
experimentation and research was accepted by the Office of Education. Funds were granted for a
pilot project which took as its research emphasis an exploration of the nature of librarian-faculty
relationships in the collaboration. The final report on the project (84) included not only the results
of this research but also a number of by-products having to do with various facets of library-related
instruction. Probably the most significant of these was a developmental sequence of library
assignments designed for coordination with general education courses in the social sciences, the
natural sciences, and the humanities and extending from the first term of the freshman year to the
first term of the senior year. Although some of the assignments were used in the pilot project, most
were not and the sequence as a whole was never implemented. The significance of the Monteith
experiment, then, rests not so much on what it accomplished as in the scope and seriousness of
what it attempted (85).

As a result of a thorough year-long study, the Special Committee on Library Policy of
Swarthmore College produced a report and recommendations designed to make the library a
"teaching library," which is defined as falling somewhere between a warehouse conception of
library service and the library-college idea. The Committee had evidence indicating that despite the
famous Swarthmore Honors Program, most Swarthmore students depend heavily on textbooks,
reserve materials, and other' prescribed reading; few have any experience of independent
exploitation of library resources. Among the specific recommendations to remedy this stivation, the
following are notable:
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'1
That experience and proficiency in the use of library materials be made an
integral part of courses of instruction. . . .

That the curriculum assure experience in self-instruction through independent
reading. . . .

That each student should be required to.demonstrate some skill at independent
inquiry as he progresses throughIlte curriculum and as a major prerequisite for
graduation; and that he spend at least one semester with a reduced course load,
appropriate to the scope and difficulty of his project, in order to be free for
independent study. . . .(86)

The report of the Commission on Edueational Policy, published in tie same volume, indicates that
these recommendations were not actually adopted but were taken into account as suggesting
procedures which should be encouraged rather than required.

On the current scene, the most promising library response to a new experimental college is that
embodied in the plans for Hampshire College, a private college in Amherst,, Massachusetts, which
will admit its first freshman class in the fall of 1970.. .

The Hampshire College program, as presently planned, introduces a number of
departures from conventional academic procedures; among them a three-School
academic structure instead of the more fragmented departmental arrangement,
a flexible time schedule of three sequential Divisions in lieu of the usual
four-year rule, and replacements of fixed graduation requirements based on
prescribed course credits by a system of comprehensive examinations and
independut research or creative projects. Time off campus will beencouraged

1

for travel, work periods, independent research. and community service (87).
Another significant innovation was that planning for the library was an integral part of

planning for the college from the outset. The Director was one of the first administrators on the
scene. The - library building was planned as the hub pf the campus, closely related to other
instructional facilities. And the concept of the library as encompassing new media and new
technologic for the transmis-t esion of information was a basic element in initial thinking about,. the
program as whole.

As a result, there were a number of promising elements in the plans for the Hampshire Library
as of April, 1969. First, the library would manage or share the management of a bookstore,
computer facilities for the campus, and .a center .for the transfer of information which, itself, would
embrace an audio-Visual center, a laboratory, and studios, all this, of course, in addition to the
conventional library.

The information transfer (INTRAN) Center was envisioned as serving as both a switching
center, "linking /the library, residence houses, audio-visual center, and remote but relevant
collections of data and computer programs" and as an experimental laboratory. In its laboratory
function the Center would be concerned with developing materials and methods which would Kelp
the user learn how to use the library and other sources of learning materials and with various
research projects designed to stimulate use of the library "as a laboratory rather than a warehouse
(88)."

In defining its goal, the Hampshire Library has moved beyond the levels of simply providing
service on call'or of acting only as a center for the transmission of messages to a third level.

The third level is more difficult to define. It is both more subtle, because the
defining words are imprecise, and more dependent on fundamental change in
the environment surrounding the library. Rather than a place, it is a process.
Under today's conditions, the library, within this context, rests on and utilizes
the technology of the first two levels described above. However, the systems
and devices are only tools by which the library becomes a crjAtive, initiating,
and dynamic partner in the educational process. It requir s a fundamental \
change of attitude (89).

At this level, "the key concept . . . is 'commitment to experimentation' (90)."
Planning for the recently chartered College of the Potomac (the opening date seems not yet to

have been set) involved an extensive survey of new developments and innovative ideas and practices
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in college librarianship. The results of this survey, published in two related reports (91), constitute a
succinct but comprehensive, luddly-written, and well- organized'review of many of the tends and
developments discussed in this paper. They provide the basis for a proposal for a long-range and
coordinated research program to study the implications of all this college library "ferment" for the
"design and development" of new college libraries. Among the options suggested for machinery to
carry out this pro_gramis a"ResearchInstitute for College Information Transfer to be established at a
small college with a particularly dynamic library program." If the proposed research program is
implemented, if this option is the one selected to implement it, and if the College of the Potomac is
designated as the particular "small college," we might look here for the really revolutionary library
developments of the future.

In all of these plans for innovation in college librarianship, one senses a gap between dreams
and reality. The farther from actuality, the more imaginative and ambitious are the plans; the ctoser
to actuality, the more traditional patterns of thinking, long-standing habits of work, and the
ever-present lack of financial support come into operation. The dream of the College of the
Potomac, which does not yet have a starting date, is to have a library .Which would serve as a
laboratory to test and.evaluate all educational and technological innovations pertaining to college
librarianship. Hampshire College will soon discover whether or. not it can be a continually
" experimenting library " in an experimenting college. The more modest .objective that. the
Swarthmore Library be a "teaching library" for all students has already been mad9 less inclusive.
The ambitious course-related library program developed out of the Monteith pilot project was riper
implemented because it appeared to call for too great an expenditure of time and money. There are
indications that, after only a year and a half of operation, the Media Services Program of Federal
City College is having. difficulty maintaining some of its experimental approaches in the face of
financial and organizational problems. Nevertheless, the ideas persist and they continue to receive
attention particularly from those librarians who have a sense of mission about making the most of
the potential of the library in contributing to undergraduate education.

Conclusion
A major impression one receives from reviewing the literature on library service for

undergraduate education is that a great deal more is said about what ought to be done than about
what is actually being tdbne. Further, there are. many more plans, described in glowing terms, than
there are reports on their implementation. Real evaluation of the effectiveness of new programs is
almost non-existent.

,A sbcond and related general impression is that the library response to new developments in
undergaduate education is disappointing because so little of a truly innovative' nature is occurring
in undergraduate education itself. There is indeed change, change in the size and 3n the character of
the student body and change in the number of subjects to study, but colleges an universities seem
to be mostly just coping with these changes and their libraries are coping, toosomehow managing
to provide the same kinds of materials and services to more and more students in more and more
Courses.

But there are some aceptions to these generalizations. For a number of reasons and in a
number of respects, the community college seems to offer promise of breaking away from
traditional methods of teaching and learning. The new instructional technology, associated with the
inevitable trend toward non-print media of communication, is forcing educators to direct their
attention to the methods of teaching and not just the content. At the same time it is forcing
librarians to re-examine traditional patterns of organization of library materials and services. And
finally, the ideas inherent in imaginative plans particularly those which have been developed for
experimental colleges seem to have a general impact on academic librarianship even when the
specific programs in which pliey were get forth are not successful.
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